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a b s t r a c t
The minimum cross-entropy principle is an established technique for design of an unknown distribution, processing linear functional constraints on the distribution. More generally, fully probabilistic design (FPD) chooses the distribution—within the knowledgeconstrained set of possible distributions—for which the Kullback-Leibler divergence to the
designer’s ideal distribution is minimized. These principles treat the unknown distribution
deterministically. In this paper, fully probabilistic design is applied to hierarchical Bayesian
models for the ﬁrst time, yielding optimal design of a (possibly nonparametric) stochastic
model for the unknown distribution. This equips minimum cross-entropy and FPD distributional estimates with measures of uncertainty. It enables robust choice of the optimal
model, as well as randomization of this choice. The ability to process non-linear functional
constraints in the constructed distribution signiﬁcantly extends the applicability of these
principles. Currently available FPD procedures for (a) merging of external knowledge, (b)
approximate learning and stabilized forgetting, (c) decision strategy design, and (d) local
adaptive control design, are uniﬁed for the ﬁrst time via the hierarchical FPD framework
of this paper.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A central concern in inductive science is to construct a model of an unknown quantity of interest, x, associated with
the environment of an observer (also called a ‘modeller’ or ‘designer’), I, with which they1 can only partially interact, and
only partially understand. A fundamental task is for I optimally to construct their stochastic model for x, consistent with
their knowledge and preferences. Knowledge, K, refers to anything that can serve towards model construction: theoretical or
empirical facts, physical laws, values/observations/set-memberships for related variables and functions, expert opinions, etc.
This knowledge rarely determines I’s constructed model uniquely, and so they have freedom to select a model from among
the possible knowledge-constrained models, while aiming to satisfy their preferences with respect to these models. In this
paper, I expresses their preferences quantitatively via an ideal distribution. The key challenge is to provide a consistent,
well-justiﬁed methodology with which I may choose their model uniquely and optimally, consistent with K, and taking
account of these preferences.
The optimal choice of the model is undoubtedly the most important open question in the empirical sciences, known
variously as inductive inference [11,29], learning [30], knowledge and/or preference elicitation [5,9,21], etc. In this paper,
∗
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we adopt the Bayesian philosophy, which builds the model, not of x itself, but of I’s quantiﬁed beliefs about x. We adopt
probability as an axiomatic framework [7] for such belief quantiﬁcation, consistently addressing key inference tasks such as
computation of conditional, total (marginal) and inverse beliefs [32].
If an explicit probability model conditioning I’s knowledge, K, on possible values of x is available, then Bayes’ rule is the
consistent mechanism for processing K into a unique model for x itself. If—as is typically the case—this conditional model
of K is not available, then the minimum cross-entropy2 principle [37] may be applied. It extends the maximum entropy
principle [12], and provides a mechanism for processing K into an uncertainty (probability) model for x, when K includes
the following elements:3
Remark 1. (K in the minimum cross-entropy (MXE) case)
(i) Constraints on linear functionals of I’s uncertainty model; and
(ii) an explicit model (i.e. choice or guess) of I’s prior beliefs about x.
It has been shown [4] that the MXE principle and Bayesian conditioning are usually consistent—in the sense that they
yield the same probability model (i.e. quantiﬁed belief) for x—in the case where they both process the same knowledge, K,
as speciﬁed in Remark 1. Rare counter-examples are discussed in [4]. The necessity of these conditions for consistency of
the MXE principle has not been explored in the literature, and this paper demonstrates that, indeed, further relaxations of
the knowledge speciﬁcation in Remark 1 are possible.
By relaxing the MXE-speciﬁed knowledge, K (Remark 1), the current paper extends its applicability to the probabilistic
model design problem outlined above. To achieve this, we relax the ubiquitous constraint that I’s uncertainty model for x
conditioned on K—quantiﬁed via the distribution A(x|K )—should be deterministic and should be constructed via deterministic optimization. For the ﬁrst time, A ∼ S is treated also as an uncertain quantity (essentially an unknown parameter) in a
hierarchical uncertainty model, M, for x and A, where S is an appropriately deﬁned uncertainty model for A. Our purpose
is to process knowledge and preferences relating to x and A. A consequence of this hierarchical setting, as we will see, is
that it allows K to be expressed as nonlinear functionals of A (extending (i) in Remark 1). It is a concern, however, to ensure
that the design remains consistent with Bayesian conditioning. We do this by proving that these more general constraints
are consistent with K in Remark 1 if a hierarchical uncertainty model for A is adopted.
Fully probabilistic design (FPD) [22,24], which is the main focus of this paper, provides a generalization of the minimum
cross-entropy principle for optimal model design. Firstly, it allows preferences about the model for x to be processed. Secondly, it does not require a prior for x (element (ii) in Remark 1) to be speciﬁed. In the hierarchical context, an explicit prior
for x corresponds to a prior estimate or choice for the unknown model, A, indicative of the deterministic way in which the
MXE principle handles unknown A. FPD does not require any such estimate or choice to be made.
FPD continues to be applied to practical problems in decision-making, control, machine learning and signal processing, as speciﬁed in the ﬁnal item of the next paragraph. The extension of FPD to allow processing of nonlinear functional
constraints—as developed in this paper for the ﬁrst time—provides the uniﬁed and consistent theoretical setting for all these
contexts.
In summary, the main original contributions of this paper are:
• The application of Fully probabilistic design (FPD) (i.e. the minimum cross-entropy (MXE) principle, and its special case,
the maximum entropy (ME) principle) to the optimal design of hierarchical Bayesian models. This provides new theoretical insights into both.
• Hierarchical FPD equips the long-established and widely applied designs of MXE and ME—crisp model choices without
quantiﬁcation of uncertainty—with measures of uncertainty. This also enables robust choice of the optimal model, as well
as randomization of this choice.
• The extension of MXE and ME to allow processing of non-linear constraints in the constructed distribution signiﬁcantly
extends the applicability of these principles.
• Currently available FPD procedures for (a) merging of external knowledge [19,25], (b) approximate recursive learning and
stabilized forgetting [16–18], (c) decision strategy design [2,35], and (d) local adaptive control design [23], are uniﬁed for
the ﬁrst time via the hierarchical FPD framework of this paper.
1.1. Layout of the paper
Fully probabilistic design of unknown distributions and its relationship to the minimum cross-entropy principle and to
Bayesian conditioning are reviewed in Section 2. A complete hierarchical model for the unknown distribution is introduced,
and the FPD-optimal design of this hierarchy is deduced under various speciﬁcations of the ideal distribution. The specialization to maximum-entropy-type designs—which arise when uniform ideals are adopted—is also explored. FPD-optimal
2
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [27]—which we will recall in Eq. (5)—is also widely known in the literature as the cross-entropy [37]. In this
paper, we will refer to the divergence itself as the KLD, and the design principle which minimizes it as the minimum cross-entropy principle, in reference to
its ﬁrst proposal in [37], or fully probabilistic design [22], depending on the context.
3
The various knowledge speciﬁcations addressed in this paper will be summarized in remark environments such as this one. They differ, but we will
use the same symbol, K, to refer to all cases. Confusion will be avoided by referring to the numbered remark where the speciﬁc knowledge is described.
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designs for various functionally constrained sets of hierarchical distributions are derived in Section 3. These yield stochastic relaxations of the deterministic distributional estimates arising from conventional FPD and MXE. The various choices of
functional constraints in the hierarchical context are fully explored, emphasizing the fact that nonlinear constraints can be
accommodated. Specializations involving partially speciﬁed and noncommittal ideals are thoroughly explored. In Section 4,
the requirement that the unknown distribution be ﬁnitely parameterized is relaxed, leading to the optimal design of nonparametric process distributions. The range of applications facilitated by FPD for hierarchical models is outlined in Section 5,
key ﬁndings of the paper are discussed, and conclusions are drawn.
1.2. Notational conventions
A lower-case math-italic symbol, e.g. x, denotes the realization of a (ﬁnite-dimensional) random variable. We do not
specify its dimension or type, nor do we distinguish notationally between the random variable and its realization. The set
of possible values of any quantity is denoted by the bold version of the symbol used for that quantity, e.g. x ∈ x, A ∈ A. |x|
denotes the counting measure of x when the latter has ﬁnite cardinality (i.e. when x is a discrete-valued random variable),
and it denotes the Lebesgue measure of x, otherwise. ∅ denotes the empty set, and × —when operating on two sets—denotes
their set product.
The speciﬁc probability distribution of x, conditional on some knowledge, K, is always denoted by an upper-case mathsans-serif letter, e.g. x ∼ A(x|K ), meaning that x, given K, is distributed as A. This notation refers interchangeably to the
probability density function or probability mass function, depending on the type of x. The dominating measure with respect
to which A(x ) is deﬁned is denoted by dx. The context will make clear which is meant in each case. The support of A,
denoted supp(A ), is the smallest subset of x having probability one under A.
Decorations are used to denote the speciﬁc way in which a distribution is chosen:
• the distributional symbol is decorated with superscript-o (for ‘optimal’), e.g. Ao (x|K ), to denote the FPD-optimal design
(choice) of the distribution on x, as explained in the text;
• the distributional symbol is decorated with subscript-I (for ‘ideal’), e.g. AI (x|K ), to denote a speciﬁc ideal choice of distribution on x in the FPD context;
• the distributional symbol is decorated with subscript-P (for ‘prior’), e.g. AP (x|K ), to denote a deterministic choice of
prior distribution on x in the MXE context.
M(· ) is used exclusively to denote an unspeciﬁed distribution of its argument(s), while δ (x − x0 ) denotes the distribution
that is singular (degenerate) at x0 ∈ x (typically, Dirac on continuous x and Kronecker on discrete x).
If g (x ) is a ﬁnite-dimensional, real mapping from x, then its expectation is denoted and deﬁned as



gˆ ≡ EA(x|K ) [g] ≡

x

g (x ) A(x|K ) dx.

Other symbols and decorations will be deﬁned as they arise in the paper.
2. FPD and the MXE principle
We consider an observer, I, who interacts with their environment. I possesses knowledge and preferences in respect of
their environment, and, speciﬁcally, with respect to an unknown quantity of interest, x ∈ x. Within the adopted probabilistic framework, x is treated as a real, ﬁnite-dimensional random variable. Following [15], I’s uncertainty model about x is
expressed via the probability model, A, with support in x. I’s uncertainty extends to A itself, which they assume to belong
to an appropriate set, A, of possible A’s. Therefore, I augments their probability model, quantifying their uncertainty about
A via a chosen probability model, S ∈ S. In summary, I’s probabilistic uncertainty model, M ∈ M, models their joint belief
about

(x, A ) ∈ x × A,

(1)

the extended set of the joint unknowns, x and A. A speciﬁc uncertainty model, M ∈ M, is prescribed by S ∈ S, where the set,
S, is consistent with any knowledge K (sets x, A, S, etc.) that informs I about x and A. This knowledge does not determine
the model, M ∈ M, uniquely. The speciﬁc S ∈ S is optimally chosen by I according to their joint preferences about x and A.
Following the adopted FPD principle, these preferences are quantiﬁed by an ideal distribution, MI , as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (The ideal distribution and FPD). The ideal distribution, MI , also called the target or desired distribution,
speciﬁes I’s preferred form for M. As such, it does not necessarily satisfy the constraints imposed by K (i.e. MI ∈
/ M in general). Within the FPD framework for optimal model design, MI enters the KLD as the second argument. Therefore, it acts as
the zero-KLD datum against which to rank all possible distributions consistent with knowledge, K. The FPD-optimal choice,
Mo ∈ M, is the distribution closest to MI in the minimum-KLD sense, while also being consistent with K. An axiomatic
justiﬁcation of FPD, and the role of the ideal distribution, is found in [24].
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Several settings of the problem formalisation are readily encountered:
(a) A is parametric, so that

x|A ≡ x|θ ,

θ ∈ θ,

in the sense that x has the same distribution given either by A or θ . This asserts that I’s model for x is determined
by a ﬁnite number of unknown parameters, θ , implying the standard parametric hierarchical model [2],
M(x, θ |S, K ) ≡ A(x|θ , K )S(θ |K ),
where θ fulﬁls the conventional roles of a hyperparameter, hidden ﬁeld, missing data, etc., depending on the context,
and S is a hyperparameter distribution.4
(b) x is discrete-valued, with |x| < ∞. This gives a special case of (a), with θ = A (being, here, a probability mass function
on x), and so θ = A ≡ , the (|x| − 1 )-dimensional open probability simplex. Hence, S is a distribution on the simplex.
(c) A is an unknown (inﬁnite-dimensional) distribution, and so we model5 A ∼ S as a nonparametric process. This implies
the following hierarchical model :

x|A, K
A|S, K

∼
∼

A ( x|K ),
S ( A|K ),

x ∈ x,
S ∈ S.

A ∈ A,

(2)

Hence, the distribution of x is a nonparametric process mixture, with the nonparametric process model, S, taking the
role of the mixing distribution [31]. I’s hierarchical uncertainty model, M, for x and A (1) is speciﬁed by (2) in this
case.
Whichever context is adopted, the hierarchical model is truncated at S ∈ S or S ∈ S , so that K conditions M on a speciﬁc
choice of S ∈ S or S ∈ S . The ﬂexibility of the nonparametric process in (c) ensures that any further relaxation of S—via a
hierarchy of models on S ∈ S —does not extend the set, M of the hierarchical models, M (2). Hence, (2) is unrestricted [1].
This is not true of the truncated hierarchies in (a) and (b). We will return to the nonparametric setting in Section 4. For
the present, to avoid technicalities, we assume that x is the ﬁnite-state image of y (a continuous random variable) under a
speciﬁed, ﬁnite, measurable partition of y, and that x is the modelled quantity. Then, we arrive at case (b) above, and, in
particular, can express the hierarchical probability model via the standard chain rule of probability.
Deﬁnition 2 (Hierarchical model of x). I’s uncertainty model for x is deﬁned hierarchically, via the following joint distribution:
M(x, A|S, K ) ≡ M(x|A, S, K )M(A|S, K )

≡ A(x|K )S(A|K ), A ∈ A, S ∈ S.

(3)

As stated in Section 1, a conditional probability model, M(K |x ), for knowledge, K, is assumed to be unavailable, and so
the model, M(x, A|S, K ), cannot be computed via Bayes’ rule. The main purpose of this paper is to extend the minimum crossentropy principle [38] and fully probabilistic design [23] to the hierarchical model context, for the purpose of optimally processing
K in this case.
I’s objective is to optimize their model, M(x, A|S, K ), deterministically, by tuning the only free factor in the model, namely
S. This is a model design (decision) problem. It was shown axiomatically in [37]—though not in this hierarchical context—
that its solution involves minimization of the KLD from M to MP in the case where K involves speciﬁcation of a prior, MP ,
along with linear, ﬁnite-dimensional functional constraints on M. This minimum cross-entropy principle was shown in [4] usually to give the same result as Bayesian conditioning on this particular knowledge, K. However, I’s knowledge, K, may not
specify a prior model, MP , at all, nor the imposition of functional constraints, as speciﬁed by K in Remark 1. Instead, S is
speciﬁed only in terms of its role as a hypermodel in Deﬁnition 2. In this case, I’s processed knowledge, K, includes only
the following constraints:
Remark 2 (K in the hierarchical FPD case).
(i) the unknown parameter, A, on the left-hand-side of (2) is specialized to a probability distribution on x;
(ii) x is conditionally independent of S, given A.
This K induces the joint model asserted in (2). Effectively, I seeks to process the very ﬂexibly deﬁned knowledge in
Remark 2 in place of the knowledge in Remark 1, which is a specialization of the knowledge in Remark 2. In the decisionmaking context, I aims to select S so as to optimize their probability model, M(x, A|S, K ). Processing of K in Remark 2 does
not, of course, imply a unique optimal design. In order to achieve uniqueness in the design, I speciﬁes their joint preferences

4
As already stated, FPD does not need to distinguish between prior and posterior knowledge. In the special case of sequential Bayesian inference,
different parts of K condition the factors in the hierarchy. We will say more about Bayesian conditioning in Remark 7.
5
Math-calligraphic S denotes the distribution of a nonparametric process, A.
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in respect of x and A, quantiﬁed as their ideal distribution, and denoted by MI (x, A|S, K ). In this context, FPD [22] dictates
the following optimal choice for the free factor, S, in the hierarchical model (3):6
So (A|K ) ≡ arg min D (M||MI ).

(4)

S∈S

D (M||MI ) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) [27] from M to MI :

  M 

D (M||MI ) ≡ EM ln

≡

MI



ln
x×A



M(x, A|S, K )
M(x, A|S, K ) dx dA.
MI (x, A|S, K )

(5)

In this paper, it is assumed that the support of the ideal, MI , is x × A, so that the KLD is ﬁnite, ∀M ∈ M. In general, MI ∈
/ M,
i.e. the ideal may not be one of the possible joint models, M. Indeed, this is typically the case. However, the ideal should
respect the knowledge, K, as shown in the notation.
Remark 3 (Fully probabilistic design (FPD)). The unique Bayesian dissimilarity measure for ranking possible alternative
distributions (e.g. an ideal, prior or approximate alternative) against an unreduced distribution was shown axiomatically
in [3] to be the KLD from the unreduced distribution to the possible alternatives, as in (5).7 The optimal choice of an
approximate alternative therefore requires minimization of this KLD with respect to its second argument.
In contrast, the inferential design problem speciﬁed above requires the ranking of possible unreduced distributions
against a speciﬁed—and therefore ﬁxed—ideal. In this case, [24] axiomatically justify the same KLD (5). Therefore, the optimal choice of the unreduced distribution involves minimizing this KLD with respect to its ﬁrst argument, as in (4). This
principle for optimally choosing the unreduced distribution in the context of a speciﬁed ideal is called fully probabilistic
design.
The following theorem provides the FPD-optimal model in the general case where no special constraints are imposed by
K on S ∈ S or A ∈ A.
Theorem 1 (Fully probabilistic design of the hierarchical model). Let I’s hierarchical probability model in the extended measurable space, (x × A, σ (x × A ) ), be M, as given in Deﬁnition 2. Here, σ (·) denotes the σ -algebra of Borel sets in the extended
set (1). We assume that |x| < ∞. No special constraints are placed on the sets, A = ∅, S = ∅, of A and S, respectively. Let I’s
joint ideal model for x and A be given by the same factored form:
MI (x, A|S, K ) ≡ AI (x|SI , K )SI (A|K ),

(6)

where AI and SI are chosen by I to quantify their joint preferences about x and A, respectively. The following regularity condition
is assumed:

D (A||AI ) < ∞,

∀A ∈ supp(SI ) ≡ A.

(7)

Then, the FPD-optimal design of S, i.e. the minimizer of (4), is
So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A|K ) exp (−D (A||AI ) ),

(8)

where proportionality, ∝, is discussed in Remark 4. The FPD-optimal hierarchical model of Deﬁnition 2 is therefore
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = A(x|K )So (A|K ).
Proof. From (3) and (6):

D (M||MI ) =





ln


=

x×A


ln

x×A


=
A

ln
x×A



A ( x|K )S ( A|K )
A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dx dA
AI ( x|K )SI ( A|K )



A ( x|K )
A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dx dA
AI ( x|K )





+

(9)



S ( A|K )
A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dx dA
SI ( A|K )

D (A||AI )S(A|K ) dA +





ln
A



S ( A|K )
S ( A|K ) dA,
SI ( A|K )

(10)

6
Any S equal to So almost everywhere (a.e.) [34] yields the same KLD minimum as in (4), and So is to be understood as equating to any member of the
equivalence class of (4).
7
By unreduced distributions, we mean the distributions that use the full knowledge, K, of the observer, I, for describing the modelled x and A.
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using Fubini’s theorem. The ﬁrst term follows from the deﬁnition of the KLD (5), and the second from the fact that
x A (x|K ) dx = 1. Then:

D (M||MI ) =
where


cSo ≡
A


ln
A

S ( A|K )

1
cSo

SI (A|K ) exp (−D (A||AI ) )

S(A|K ) dA − ln cSo ,

SI (A|K ) exp (−D (A||AI ) ) dA

(11)

(12)

normalizes the distribution (8). Here, we have imposed the regularity condition (7), which guarantees that So (A|K ) is positive and ﬁnite, and therefore proper (i.e. cSo < ∞ (12)). Also, we have used the fact that A S(A|K ) dA = 1 in the second
term of (11). The latter can be expressed as

D (M||MI ) = D (S||So ) − ln(cSo ).
Since So (A|K ) ∈ S, it follows from the standard properties of D (·||· ) that So (A|K ) (8) is the unique FPD minimizer, deﬁned
in (4). The FPD-optimal hierarchical model, Mo (9), follows immediately from Deﬁnition 2, by letting S = So. 
Remark 4 (Normalization of the FPD-optimal design). In (8), the symbol, ∝, denotes equality up to the normalizing constant, cSo ≡ cSo (12), of the expression on the right. Here, as throughout the paper, we adopt the following agreements: (a)
ﬁniteness of the integral (12) is guaranteed, since SI is a distribution and supp(AI ) ≡ x as assumed following (5) above; and
(b) the appropriate normalizing constant is denoted, as here, by c subscripted by the distribution that it normalizes.
The signiﬁcance of Theorem 1 is that it furnishes an optimal mechanism for processing knowledge, K, and preferences
into a probabilistic uncertainty model. In this sense, it replaces Bayes’ rule with an optimal mechanism for construction
of the posterior inference of the unknowns (x and A) in the hierarchical model, in those cases where an explicit observation model, M(K |x, A ), is not available. We will comment on the consistency of this design with Bayesian conditioning in
Remark 7.
Remark 5 (Conﬂicting ideals). The factors, AI and SI , in (6) can quantify conﬂicting preferences in respect of x. This reﬂects the often inconsistent nature of I’s preferences in practice. For instance, it may be the case that ESI [A] = AI , reﬂecting the case where I speciﬁes preferences about x and A that do not respect the hierarchical relationship between them
(Deﬁnition 2). So (A|K ) (8) is the FPD-optimal compromise between these inconsistent ideals, AI and SI , about x and A,
respectively, in the case where S is constrained to being the distribution of A(x|K ). Essentially, So (A|K ) attempts to place
maximal probability mass around AI , but this design is modulated by SI (see (6)). Ultimately, the extent to which So achieves
a compromise between the speciﬁed ideals is dependent on how conﬂicted the speciﬁed ideals actually are. For a review of
preference elicitation and its consistent quantiﬁcation, see [21].
The induced FPD-optimal model for x follows by marginalizing over A in (9):
Mo ( x|So , K ) ≡ Ao ( x|K ) =



A

Mo (x, A|So, K ) dA =

= E S o [ A ( x | K )] .



A

A ( x|K )So ( A|K ) dA
(13)

Ao ( x|K )

optimally processes knowledge, K, and preferences for the purposes of constructing I’s posterior inference about x.
Again, the design (13) replaces Bayes’ rule in those cases where an explicit model, M(K |x ), is unavailable or unspeciﬁed.
So (A|K ) (8) is a fully probabilistic quantiﬁcation of I’s beliefs about unknown A(x|K ), equipping the point estimate,
o
A (x|K ) (13), with quantiﬁed uncertainty.
In Theorem 1, both x and A have speciﬁed ideals (6), which act jointly as constraints in the FPD-optimal design of the
uncertainty model, M. However, it may be that only one of the ideal factors is speciﬁed or available. The design of the other
factor is then unconstrained (referred to as being ‘left to its fate’ in [20]). The possible speciﬁcations of the ideal, and the
resulting FPD-optimal designs of the hierarchy, are addressed in the following corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 (of theorem 1). The FPD problem speciﬁed in Theorem 1 is solved under two incomplete speciﬁcations of the ideal
model, respectively.
(a) If
MI (x, A|S, K ) ≡ AI (x|S, K )S(A|K ),

(14)

then the FPD minimizer, deﬁned by (4), is
So ( A|K ) = δ ( A − Ao ),
where δ (·) is the distribution that is singular at A =
A (x|K ) ≡ arg min D (A||AI )
o

A∈A

(15)
Ao

∈ A, and where
(16)
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is assumed to exist. In this case, the FPD-optimal hierarchical model is
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = Ao (x|S, K )δ (A − Ao ).

(17)

(b) If
MI (x, A|K ) ≡ A(x|K )SI (A|K ),

(18)

then the FPD minimizer, deﬁned by (4), is
So (A|K ) = arg min D (S||SI ),

(19)

S∈S

which is assumed to exist. In this case, the FPD-optimal hierarchical model is
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = A(x|K )So (A|K ).

(20)

Proof. (a) Letting SI (A|K ) = S(A|K ) (consistent with (14)) in the second term on the right-hand-side of (10), then,

D (M||MI ) =



A

D (A||AI )S(A|K ) dA.

(21)

Adopting M = Mo, as asserted in (17), which is equivalent to substituting S(A|K ) = δ (A − Ao ) (15) in the right-hand side of
(21), then D (Mo||MI ) = D (Ao||AI ). Assuming that the minimizer, Ao ∈ A (16), of D (A||AI ) exists, then (15) is the minimizer
of (4), by deﬁnition, under the ideal speciﬁcation (14), and the associated FPD-optimal hierarchical model is (17), from the
deﬁnition of δ (·).
(b) Letting AI (x|SI , K ) = A(x|K ) (consistent with (18)) in the ﬁrst term on the right-hand-side of (10), then

D (M||MI ) =





ln
A



S ( A|K )
S(A|K ) dA ≡ D (S||SI )
SI ( A|K )

(22)

Adopting M = Mo, as asserted in (20), which is equivalent to substituting S(A|K ) = So (A|K ) (19) in the right-hand side of
(22), then D (Mo ||MI ) = D (So||SI ). Again, by deﬁnition, it follows that (19) is the minimizer of (4) under the ideal speciﬁcation (18), and the associated FPD-optimal hierarchical model is given by (20) . 
Hence, a deterministic design for S(A|K )—one which chooses Ao (x|S, K ) with probability 1—arises in case (a). Ao (16) can
be interpreted as the optimal (in the minimum-KLD sense prescribed by FPD) projection of AI into the allowed set, A = ∅. In
contrast, case (b) chooses the randomized design, So (19), as the model for A in this case, being the FPD-optimal projection
of SI into the allowed set, S = ∅. The FPD-optimal model for x in case (b) is given by (13), using (19).
In summary, Corollary 1 demonstrates that the FPD-optimal design is achieved by minimization of the marginal KLD—
(16) or (19)—in the case of a partially speciﬁed ideal.
2.1. Fully probabilistic design with uniform ideals
It is important to distinguish between the incomplete ideal speciﬁcations explored in Corollary 1, in which either AI or SI
is unspeciﬁed (i.e. the design of the respective distribution is unconstrained), and the explicit ideal speciﬁcations of ignorance
or non-commitment in respect of one or both of the unknowns, x and/or A in (3). In the latter case, the FPD-optimal design
seeks a compromise between the possibly conﬂicting informed and ignorance ideals speciﬁed for the factors in (6), as noted
in Remark 5.
There is an extensive Bayesian literature on the elicitation of priors to express such states of ignorance or noncommitment [14,40]. A particular choice can be adopted as a quantiﬁer of non-committal preferences, and then processed by the FPD principle (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). Here, we focus on the uniform ideal, U(· ), specializing (6) to
MI (x, A|S, K ) ≡ U(x, A ). Note that

D (A||U ) = −HA + ln |x|,

(23)

where, by arrangement, |x| < ∞, and where



HA ≡ −

x

ln(A(x|K ))A(x|K ) dx.

(24)

(23) is the differential entropy of x ∼ A(x|K ) [6]. Here, we adopt the notation, HA , to emphasize that this is a functional of
unknown A ∈ A. Hence, the FPD-optimal design under a joint uniform ideal, U(x, A), is obtained by substituting (23) into
(8):
So (A|K ) ∝ exp (HA ).

(25)

ˆ MAP , of A in this case is
It follows that the FPD-optimal maximum a posteriori estimate, A

ˆ MAP (x|K ) = arg max HA .
A
A∈A

(26)

From (25), the FPD-optimal design of the log-distribution of A—when processing uniform ideals—is proportional to the entropy, HA , of A. Entropy (24) and its maximizer (26) are widely studied in statistical physics [13], and applied to problems
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such as parametric prior design [15] and image restoration [38]. The FPD principle provides a hierarchical Bayesian justiﬁcation for these approaches.
For completeness, we specialize Corollary 1 to uniform ideals. In case (a), we substitute (23) into (21), yielding

D (M||MI ) = −



A

HA S(A|K ) dA + ln |x|.

Since HA ≥ 0, the FPD-optimal design is the deterministic one, selecting a maximum entropy design for A (26):

ˆ MAP ),
So ( A ) = δ ( A − A

(27)

In case (b), D (M||MI ) = −HS + ln |A|, from (22), implying a maximum entropy design, in this case for S.
3. Fully probabilistic design under functional constraints
The KLD, D (·||· ), has an information-theoretic interpretation as cross-entropy. The axiomatic setting of the minimum
cross-entropy principle [37] is a deterministic one: an optimal point estimate, AMXE (x|K ), of A(x|K )—the unknown uncertainty model for x—is constructed, where I’s knowledge, K, is expressed as inequality constraints on speciﬁed linear functionals of A, thereby constraining the set,8 AK ⊂ A, of A. I also quantiﬁes their prior beliefs about x via a deterministic prior
distribution, AP (x|K ). Speciﬁcally, the MXE principle processes a knowledge structure, K, of the kind in Remark 1. We now
specify this further.
Remark 6. (K in the MXE case: detailed speciﬁcation)
(i) I’s uncertainty model for x is quantiﬁed by the unknown distribution, A(x|K ). This is not equipped with a probabilistic
model, but treated deterministically.
(ii) Linear functional constraints are imposed on A:
AK ≡ A(x|K ) :



x

g ( x )A ( x|K ) dx ≤ 0 = ∅.

(28)

g (x ) is a speciﬁed ﬁnite-dimensional real function of x ∈ x, and the inequality is applied element-wise.
(iii) I makes a prior choice or estimation of their quantiﬁed beliefs about x, being AP (x|K ).
For completeness, we now recall the MXE-optimal design of A implied by K in Remark 6 [37].
Theorem 2 (MXE design of A(x|K )). The MXE-optimal design of A is deﬁned as
AMXE (x|K ) ≡ arg min D (A||AP ).

(29)

A ∈ AK

If the knowledge, K, speciﬁed in Remark 6, is processed, then
AMXE (x|K ) ∝ AP (x|K ) exp[−μT g (x )],
where μ is a vector of non-negative constants, of dimension compatible with the scalar product,
the transpose of μ.

(30)

μT g ( x ) ,

and where

μT

denotes

Proof. D (A||AP ) in (29) is a strictly convex functional of A on the non-empty convex set, AK (28), and it is bounded from
below. Therefore, the inﬁmum exists. Moreover, assuming that D (A||AP ) is ﬁnite for some A ∈ AK , then the inﬁmum is the
unique minimizer. This minimizer can be found as that of the corresponding Kuhn-Tucker functional [26,28]. Operations of
the kind speciﬁed in the proof of Theorem 1 yield the minimizer in (30). Inserting (30) into (29), μ satisﬁes



x

g (x )AMXE (x|K ) dx ≤ 0.

(31)

The elements of μ are either zero—for each functional inequality in (28) satisﬁed by AP (x|K )—or else unique and positive,
satisfying the respective strict equality constraint in (31). 
In the special case where the prior guess, AP (x|K ), satisﬁes all the constraints in (28)—in which case AP ∈ AK —then

μ = 0 and so, from (30),

AMXE (x|K ) = AP (x|K ).
Remark 7 (Interpreting the prior, AP (x|K )). The MXE principle for design of the unknown distribution, A(x|K ), neglects
the fully Bayesian hierarchical modelling of Deﬁnition 2 in favour of deterministic optimization of A ∈ AK (28). From the
hierarchical FPD perspective, this prior, AP , in MXE can be interpreted as an initial distributional estimate of A, based on
knowledge, KP , available to I prior to acquiring further knowledge, Kδ . The latter is formulated as the constraint on the
allowed set of A (28), which is element (ii) of K (Remark 6). This implies a sequential processing of K ≡ Kδ ∪ KP . Indeed,
8

In this section, the symbol for a set of functionally constrained distributions will be subscripted by K, e.g. AK .
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denoting by F(Kδ |x ) a direct model of Kδ , then Bayes’ rule provides the uniquely consistent deductive mechanism for combining this with AP , to yield A(x|K ). It has been proved in [4] that A(x|K ) = AMXE (x|K ) (30) in this case. This means that
the MXE principle, if processing knowledge, K, in Remark 6, is consistent with Bayesian conditioning (rare counterexamples
are discussed in [4]). However, it remains the case in the standard setting of MXE (Theorem 2) that a point estimate or
choice of A must be speciﬁed a priori, which is then relaxed in the subsequent variational optimization (29) over the set,
AK .
We emphasize that the deterministic design of A prescribed by Theorem 2 is replaced in this paper by an optimal design
of a stochastic model for A, via hierarchical FPD. For this reason, a prior guess of A, being AP , is typically not processed in
our hierarchical FPD context.
For completeness, we note that FPD-optimal design of unknown but unmodelled A, in the presence of I’s ideal, AI , about
x, and processing the functional constraints in (28), is deﬁned by (29) with AP replaced by AI . It follows that
Ao (x|K ) ∝ AI (x|K ) exp[−μT g (x )].

(32)
S o ( A|K )

ˆ ),
Interpreted formally in the context of the hierarchical model (3), this MXE-type FPD design speciﬁes
= δ (A − A
ˆ ∈ AK . FPD yields the deterministic FPD design, A
ˆ = Ao (32), in this case. Since,
the degenerate choice at some unknown A
typically, AI ∈
/ AK (28), as noted in Section 2, then at least some of the constraints in (28) are active, giving μ = 0 and
Ao = AI .
3.1. Hierarchical FPD under functional constraints
The hierarchical Bayesian modelling of A via S(A|K ) in Deﬁnition 2 has not been considered in the axiomatic setting of FPD (nor of MXE, as noted above) before. Nevertheless, the principle can be applied without further theoretical
development—as shown in the next theorem—to the optimal design of the Bayesian hierarchical model in the parametric
case (|x| < ∞), i.e. where A ∈ AK ⊂ A = , as in case (ii) of Section 2. The knowledge, K, processed by FPD in this case is as
follows:
Remark 8. (K in hierarchical FPD case; functional constraints on S)
(i)
S ( A | K ) ∈ SK ≡ S ( A | K ) :


A

g ( A )S ( A|K ) dA ≤ 0 = ∅,

(33)

where g (· ) speciﬁes a ﬁnite-dimensional real image of A.
(ii) A(x|K ) ∈ A = ∅ is unconstrained.
(iii)
MI (x, A|S, K ) ≡ A(x|K )SI (A|K ).
Theorem 3 (FPD for S under functional constraints). I’s hierarchical probability model, M, is deﬁned in (1) and Deﬁnition 2.
The FPD principle for optimal design of S(A|K ) is
So (A|K ) = arg min D (S||SI ).

(34)

S ∈ SK

Its solution, when processing knowledge, K, deﬁned in Remark 8, is
So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A|K ) exp[−μT g (A )],

(35)

where μ is the unique vector of Kuhn-Tucker (non-negative) multipliers, of compatible dimension with g, chosen so that
SK (33). The FPD-optimal hierarchical model, via Deﬁnition 2, and using (35), is therefore
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = A(x|K )So (A|K ).

S o ( A|K )

∈

(36)

Proof. D (S||SI ) (34) is a convex functional of S in the non-empty convex set SK (33). Therefore, existence of the minimizer
is guaranteed, and is found as a minimizer of the corresponding Kuhn-Tucker functional [26]:
L(S, SI , μ ) ≡ D (S||SI ) + μT



A

g ( A )S ( A|K ) dA.

(37)

The multiplier, μ—with dimension chosen such that μT g (A ) is a valid scalar product—has entries which are either zero (in
the case where the corresponding functional constraint is inactive) or strictly positive and unique (where the corresponding
functional constraint is tightly satisﬁed by the optimum). From the deﬁnition of the KLD,
L ( S, SI , μ ) =




ln
A

S ( A|K )

SI (A|K ) exp(−μT g (A ))

= D (S||So ) − ln cSo ,



S ( A|K ) dA
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where So is given by (35). By the properties of the KLD, So is therefore the minimizer of (37), and, therefore, it minimizes
the KLD under the constraints (33), satisfying the FPD principle. Mo (36) follows immediately from (3), by letting S = So
(35). 
This setting of the FPD principle, for the purposes of optimal design of the Bayesian hierarchical model in Deﬁnition 2,
is important for the following reasons:
• There is freedom to process knowledge of A expressed via constraints on nonlinear functionals, g (A ), of A (33), rather
than via the conventional linear functional constraints on A (28).
• Once again, a ‘randomized’ inference of unknown A(x|K ) is provided. It relaxes the point estimate, Ao (x|K ) (32), arising
from deterministic design of A under FPD, and its analogous design under the MXE principle (30).
• The FPD-optimal design in (35) is consistent with Bayesian conditioning in the case where the ideal is replaced by a
prior choice, SP (see Remark 7). This consistency follows from the fact that the processed knowledge , K, in this case
(Remark 8) conforms with the axioms of the MXE principle, whose (usual) consistency was demonstrated in [4].
Importantly, the applicability of FPD to the processing of more generally speciﬁed knowledge structures, K, has been
shown in [22], and its axiomatic consistency was proved in [24], as already noted in Section 2. This allows us to explore
other consistent relaxations of the deterministic FPD design (32) in the hierarchical context of Deﬁnition 2 (as in the Žirafa
theorem, which follows). For this purpose, we formulate functional constraints that are consistent with I’s hierarchical
model, and that satisfy the following desiderata:
Remark 9. (K in the Žirafa theorem)
(i) constraints are imposed on I’s knowledge of x, as in (28), and not on their knowledge of A; constraining beliefs
about x rather than beliefs about A is a natural knowledge structure for I to adopt, since x is the “unknown quantity
of interest” (Section 2) for which the epistemic hierarchy is elicited;
(ii) I’s uncertainty about A is explicitly modelled via S(A|K ), thereby relaxing the constraint—imposed by conventional
FPD (32) and MXE (30) designs—that A be deterministic;
(iii) the constraints mentioned in (i) should induce a non-empty convex optimization domain, SK , in (4), and guarantee
the existence and uniqueness of the solution of this optimization problem.
This knowledge speciﬁcation implies the following constrained set for S:
S ∈ SK ≡ {S(A|K ) : EM [g] ≤ 0} = ∅.

(38)

Here, M is the hierarchical probability model (3), g (x ) is a known, ﬁnite-dimensional, real mapping from x, and





EM [g ] ≡


=

AK

x

x

g ( x )A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dx dA

g (x )


AK

A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dA dx =

and where

ˆ ( x | K ) ≡ E S [ A ( x | K )] ≡
A


AK


x

ˆ (x|K ) dx,
g ( x )A

A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dA = M ( x|S, K ),

(39)

(40)

where the latter identity follows by marginalizing the hierarchical (joint) model, M(x, A|S, K ) (3) over A. (40) demonstrates
ˆ , of x under S(A|K ), as
that the marginal distribution of x—in the hierarchical context—equals the expected distribution, A
also noted in (13). Hence, (38) imposes functional constraints on marginal M(x|K ) (3), or, equivalently, on the expected
ˆ (x|K ) ∈ AK (28). The set SK (38) requires this. We will strengthen this requirement and insist that supports
distribution, A
of all S ∈ SK are themselves in AK . Note, therefore, that A is integrated over AK in (39) and (40). The FPD-optimal hierarchy
implied by the knowledge structure above is revealed by the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (Žirafa). I’s hierarchical probability model, M, is given by (3), in the extended measurable space,
(x × AK , σ (x × AK ) ), where AK is given by (28). Consider fully probabilistic design (4) in the case where it processes the knowledge, K, speciﬁed in Remark 9; i.e. S ∈ SK , as deﬁned in (38). I expresses preferences about both factors of the hierarchy, and
these are quantiﬁed by the hierarchical ideal distribution in (6). Then, the FPD minimizer, deﬁned by (4) is
So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A|K ) exp [−D (A||Ao )],
where

Ao ( x|K )

(41)

is given by (32).

Proof. The objective functional (4) is convex in S, and must be optimized on the non-empty convex support SK (38). This
guarantees that a minimizer exists. This is found as the minimizer of the associated Kuhn-Tucker functional constructed
from (5) and (38) [26]:
L(M, MI , μ ) ≡ D (M||MI ) + μT



AK



x

g ( x )A ( x|K )S ( A|K ) dx dA.

(42)
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The multipliers, μ, are zero when corresponding to inactive constraints in (38), and unique and positive [28] when an
optimum satisﬁes the corresponding equality in (38). Therefore, expanding D (M||MI ) as in (10):
L ( M, MI , μ )



  

=

ln
AK



x



=
AK


=

(32 )


ln

x



A ( x|K )
AI ( x|K )







A ( x|K )

AI (x|K ) exp(−μT g (x ))



D [A(x|K )||A (x|K )] + ln
o

AK





=

ln
AK



+ μT g (x ) A(x ) dx + ln



A(x ) dx + ln

S ( A|K )
SI ( A|K )

S ( A|K )
SI ( A|K )





S ( A|K )
SI ( A|K )

S ( A|K )d A


S ( A|K ) dA

S(A|K ) dA − ln cAo



S ( A|K )
S(A|K ) dA − ln cAo
SI (A|K ) exp (−D [A(x|K )||Ao (x|K )])

= D [S(A|K )||So (A|K )] − ln cAo cSo ,


(43)

(41 )

where cAo and cSo are the normalizing constants (see Remark 4) of the probability distributions, (32) and (41), respectively.
Hence, So (A|K ) ∈ SK is a minimizer of (42) and, therefore, the FPD minimizer, deﬁned in (4), under the marginal functional
constraints (38). 
The FPD-optimal hierarchical model follows from (3):
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = A(x|K )So (A|K ),
with So (A|K ) given by (41). The optimal model, Ao (x|K ), is again equal to the expected distribution under So, via (13).
We note the following:
• (41) confers a fully Bayesian relaxation of the deterministic estimate of A(x|K ) resulting from the conventional application of the FPD principle (32) and the analogous MXE design in the case of an assumed prior. It replaces the strategy of
optimizing A (as Ao) with a fully Bayesian strategy for optimal design of the distribution of A.
• This Bayesian relaxation casts Ao in the role of a point estimate, and allows uncertainty measures to be associated with,
and computed for, this estimate.
• Consider the case where I adopts the deterministic specialization of the hierarchy in Deﬁnition 2, such that S(A|K ) ≡
δ (A − Aˆ ); i.e. I’s hierarchical uncertainty model is singular at some unknown choice, Aˆ ∈ AK . Then, the Žirafa theorem
ˆ = Ao as given in (32).
implies that A
• Within the general setting of the Žirafa theorem, Ao (x|K ) acts as a centering distribution for So (A|K ). Indeed, if I chooses
SI with mode at Ao, then, from (41), this is suﬃcient for the FPD-optimal modal distribution of x to be Ao. (41) provides
the optimal compromise between Ao of the deterministic setting, and the speciﬁcation of an ideal, SI , for A, in the
Bayesian hierarchical setting of Deﬁnition 2.
• If all the functional constraints (38) are inactive, then μ = 0 in (42). Inserting μ = 0 into (41) yields (8) as the unconstrained FPD-optimum, establishing Theorem 1 as a corollary of the Žirafa theorem iff A ∈ AK (28).
For completeness, we now specialize the Žirafa theorem to a number of cases of interest.
Corollary 2 (of the Žirafa theorem). The FPD problem speciﬁed in the Žirafa theorem is solved under each of following incomplete speciﬁcations of the ideal:
(a) If
MI (x, A|S, K ) ≡ AI (x|S, K )S(A|K ),
then the FPD minimizer, deﬁned in (4), is
So ( A|K ) = δ ( A − Ao ),

(44)

where Ao is given by (32). The FPD-optimal hierarchical model is then
Mo (x, A|So, K ) = Ao (x|K )δ (A − Ao ).
(b) If
MI (x, A|K ) ≡ A(x|K )SI (A|K ),
then the FPD minimizer, deﬁned in (4), is





So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A|K ) exp −μT EA [g] ,
where EA [g] ≡

x

g ( x )A ( x|K ) dx.

(45)
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Proof. (a) Taking SI = S, then the second term in (43) is zero, and so
L ( M, MI , μ ) =



AK

D (A||Ao )S(A|K ) dA − ln cAo ,

using (32). The ﬁrst term is zero for the choice in (44), conﬁrming that it is a minimizer of L.
(b) Taking AI = A, then, from (43):
L ( M, MI , μ ) =







EA [g] + ln
AK

S ( A|K )
SI ( A|K )



S ( A|K ) dA.

Manipulations of the kind in the proof of the Žirafa theorem, above, then lead to the result.
In case (a), the FPD-optimal hierarchy is degenerate at the deterministic design,
nonlinear function, g (x ) (28), is replaced by its expectation under unknown A.

Ao



(32), of unknown A. In case (b), the

3.2. Functionally constrained designs with uniform ideals
In common with Section 2.1, we brieﬂy consider the functionally constrained designs of the hierarchy for the case of
uniform ideals. Considering, ﬁrstly, the fully speciﬁed ideals of the Žirafa theorem, then, adopting AI (x|K ) ≡ U(x ) in (32),





Ao (x|K ) ∝ exp −μT g (x ) .

(46)

This is the maximum entropy design of deterministic A under functional constraints (28) [13], a widely adopted specialization of the minimum cross-entropy principle to the case of a uniform prior (understood here as I’s ideal distribution).
Inserting this into (41), and adopting SI (A|K ) ≡ U(A ),







−1
T
So (A|K ) ∝ exp −D A|| cA
o exp (−μ g )



,

which again provides the fully probabilistic relaxation of the maximum entropy solution (46) for the case of uncertain and
hierarchically modelled A.
In case (a) of the Žirafa corollary above, with AI (x|K ) ≡ U(x ) and SI unspeciﬁed, then an FPD-optimal design of S is given
by (44), i.e. it is degenerate at the maximum entropy design, Ao (46), of A. Finally, in case (b), with SI (A|K ) ≡ U(A ) and AI
unspeciﬁed, then, from (45),





So (A|K ) ∝ exp −μT EA [g] .

(47)

Comparing (47) with (46), the elegance of the relaxation of the classical maximum entropy principle [13] to the fully probabilistic setting is revealed: EA [g] now enters the FPD-optimal stochastic model for A, in place of g (x ) which shaped the
deterministic maximum entropy design of A (46).
3.3. Hierarchical functional constraints
The Žirafa theorem processes marginal functional constraints relating to the hierarchy in Deﬁnition 2, as already noted in
ˆ (x|K ) (40), the expected distribution of x under S(A|K ).
the comments following (40), and this establishes a special rôle for A
This is consistent with knowledge speciﬁcation (i) in Remark 9, which asserts that I’s “natural knowledge structure” should
constrain their beliefs about x and not A. The key insight of the Žirafa theorem is that—in the fully Bayesian context of
Deﬁnition 2—this must be processed as a constraint on S (38), and yields a unique FPD-optimum (41).
While this knowledge structure is, indeed, natural in many contexts, it is interesting to relax the marginal functional
constraints (38), and enquire into the FPD-optimal design of S under joint functional constraints on the hierarchy, M:
S ∈ SK ≡ {S(A|K ) : EM [gxA ] ≤ 0} = ∅.

(48)

Here, gxA (x, A ) is a known, ﬁnite-dimensional, real mapping from the product set x × A of the joint model (3). Also,

 

E M [ g xA ] ≡

A
=
A

x

gxA (x, A )A(x|K )S(A|K ) dx dA

gA ( A )S ( A|K ) dA ≡ ES [gA ],

(49)

where
g A ( A ) ≡ E A [ g xA ] .
The ideal speciﬁcation (6) can also be relaxed, to allow fully hierarchical dependence:
MI (x, A|K ) ≡ AI (x|A, K )SI (A|K ).

(50)

This differs from (6) in allowing AI to be chosen dependently on candidate values of the unknown distribution, A (recall the
note in Section 2 on the freedom between preferences and beliefs). The processing of this knowledge structure, K, to yield
an FPD-optimal design of the hierarchy, is provided by the next theorem.
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Theorem 5 (Hierarchical functional constraints). Consider the FPD problem speciﬁed in Theorem 4, conditioned on the fully
hierarchical knowledge structure, K, deﬁned in (48), with ideals as speciﬁed in (50). Then, the FPD minimizer, deﬁned in (4), is
So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A|K ) exp [−D (A||Ao )],

(51)

Ao (x|A, K ) ∝ AI (x|A, K ) exp[−μT gxA (x, A )],

(52)

where

with normalizing constant,



cAo ≡

x

AI (x|A, K ) exp[−μT gxA (x, A )] dx.

Proof. Similar to the proof of the Žirafa theorem, replacing (39) with (49).



We note the following:
• The FPD design (51) differs from that in (41) in that the centering distribution (52) is now uncertain, being a functional
of A. It replaces the deterministic centering distribution, Ao (x|K ) (32), in the Žirafa theorem.
• This generalization (51) may again be useful in applications that require the processing of knowledge (functional constraints) relating to nonlinear transformations of the unknown distribution, A, of x, via (48).
• Letting gxA (x, A ) ≡ g (x ) in (48), and AI (x|A, K ) ≡ AI (x|K ) in (50), then the FPD design in (52) becomes Ao (x|A, K ) =
Ao (x|K ) (32), and so the FPD-optimal design, So (51), is the same as the one in (41). This conﬁrms that the Žirafa theorem
is a corollary of Theorem 5.
• The specialization of Theorem 5 to the case which processes marginal knowledge and preferences of A ∼ S can be found
by letting gxA (x, A ) = g (A ) and AI (x|A, K ) = A(x|K ), as in (18), leaving the design of A unconstrained. Then, the FPDoptimal design, So (51), is given by (35), and so Theorem 3 is also a special case of Theorem 5.
Notwithstanding these last two points, (41) provides the direct Bayesian relaxation of the long-established and widely
adopted deterministic MXE-type design of A (32) [37]. For this reason, the Žirafa theorem is the primary technical development of the paper.
4. Relationship to Bayesian nonparametric design
Throughout this paper, we have assumed that the unknown quantity, x, has a ﬁnite-state set, x (case (b) of Section 2), and
so we have been able to adopt standard probability calculus (3) with respect to probability models on spaces measurable
with respect to Lebesgue or counting measure (Theorem 1). In particular, the KLD—which must be optimized within the
FPD strategy (4)—can be deﬁned in the usual way (5), given this assumption. The domain of S (and therefore of So (4)) is
A ≡  in this case, as noted in (b) of Section 2. This restriction means that further hyper-modelling of S may be required
in particular applications in order to achieve robustness to choice of S. As already noted in Section 2, the relaxation to
nonparametric A can be truncated at the level of the nonparametric process model, S, as in case (c) of Section 2 [1]. Also as
noted in Section 2, ﬁnite-state x can be viewed as the image of continuous y under a speciﬁed irreversible ﬁnite projection
(quantization),
Q P ( y ) : y → x,

(53)

with |y|∞ and |x| < ∞. Here, the quantization schedule, QP (y ) , is deﬁned in terms of a speciﬁed ﬁnite, measurable partition, P (y ), of y. I models y via inﬁnite-dimensional, unknown (i.e. nonparametric) distribution, A(y ). Then, AP (y ) ∈  is the
probability mass function induced on this speciﬁc P (y )-indexed image, x, of y, by A [33]. FPD-optimal designs, SoP (y ) (AP (y ) |K )
((8), (41), etc.) are also indexed by P (y ), and require, as appropriate, speciﬁcation of the ideal distribution, AI,P (y ) , on the
image, x, and speciﬁcation of the associated ideal, SI,P (y ) , on .
Importantly, the various FPD-optimal designs of the hierarchy (3) for x (the image of y under quantization schedule,
QP (y ) (53)), place no special restriction on the schedule, and are therefore valid for all such schedules. Hence, following [8],
this leads to the following deﬁnition of the nonparametric generalization of these FPD-optimal designs.
Deﬁnition 3 (FPD-optimal Bayesian nonparametric processes). Consider the Bayesian nonparametric hierarchy,

y|A, K
A|S, K

∼
∼

A ( y|K ),
S ( A|K ),

y ∈ y,
S ∈ S,

A ∈ A,

(54)

and let QP (y ) (53) be any ﬁnite, measurable partition of y.
(a) Let I specify an ideal distribution, SI , for A (54), and an ideal distribution AI , for y ∈ y. Then, the FPD-optimal
Bayesian nonparametric process, conditioned on this K, is
A|K ∼ S o ( SI , AI ),
deﬁned such that the distribution of the measure induced by A under any QP (y ) is given by the FPD-optimal design in (8).
In the latter, SI is the measure induced by SI on , under QP (y ) . Also in (8), the ideal A is the measure induced by AI under
QP ( y ) .
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(b) Let K be further enriched, to include the constraint, A ∈ AK ⊂ A, where



AK ≡

A ( y|K ) :




y

g ( y )A ( y|K ) dy ≤ 0

= ∅,

and where g (y ) is a speciﬁed ﬁnite-dimensional real function of y ∈ y. Then, the FPD-optimal Bayesian nonparametric
process, conditioned on this K, is A|K ∼ S o (SI , AI , g ), deﬁned such that the distribution of the measure induced by A under
any QP (y ) is given by the FPD-optimal design (41), where Ao (x|K ) is the measure induced under the projection QP (y ) by the
(deterministic) FPD design on y (32):
Ao (y|K ) ∝ AI (y|K ) exp[−μT g (y )].
Nonparametric relaxations of the other FPD designs in this paper may also be deﬁned in a similar way. We omit a formal
demonstration that the S o (· ) deﬁned respectively in (a) and (b) above are, indeed, FPD-optimal designs of the hierarchy
(54) under the stated knowledge structures and ideals.
5. Discussion and conclusion
The FPD-optimal design, So (A|K ), in (8) is a Gibbs distribution [10], assuming that SI is, itself, chosen as Gibbs. Indeed,
(8) may be re-written as

 1

D (A||AI ) ,
τ

So (A|K ) ∝ SI (A ) exp −

(55)

being the FPD-optimal distribution when I’s ideal model in (6) is adapted as follows:
1

MI (x, A|S, τ , K ) ∝ [AI (x|SI , K )] τ SI (A|K ).

(56)

τ > 0 acts as the ‘temperature’ parameter in the Gibbs distribution (55). A similar adaptation of the FPD-optimal nonparametric measure, A|K ∼ S o (SI , AI ), in Deﬁnition 3(a) above, is also possible. The role of τ is evident from (56): it explores a class of ideal distributions for x, ranging from uniform on x (τ → ∞) to ones that are tightly distributed around
arg maxx AI (x|SI , K ) (τ → 0). In applications involving sequential processing of knowledge, K, a schedule for varying τ can be
adopted to control the inﬂuence of AI , providing a fully Bayesian counterpart to simulated annealing in classical estimation
[39].
In the FPD-optimal Gibbs formulation (55), the KLD acts as the free energy of A relative to AI . In the specialization (25),
it is the differential entropy of A, i.e. ln |x| − HA (23), that acts as the free energy. These FPD optima lead to interesting
interpretations of the information-theoretic quantities, D and H, and they also reveal the conditions under which their use
in various applications is justiﬁed. For instance, (25) has been widely adopted as a smoothness prior for regularizing the
solution of inverse problems involving measures. In particular, it has been successfully adopted in maximum entropy image
restoration [38]. Section 2.1 conﬁrms that this prior is optimal, in the FPD sense, under hierarchical modelling of unknown
A, when the ideal hierarchy is speciﬁed as uniform on x × A.
Fully probabilistic design of hierarchical Bayesian models is a powerful and ﬂexible principle for optimal model design,
and can provide solutions for a wide range of problems in inference and decision-making. These include the following:
Merging of external data knowledge The observer, I, models data d, by a parametric model Fθ ≡ F(d|θ ), θ ∈ θ and
may also have access to external data-based knowledge, expressed via the distribution, F ≡ F(d ). [25] proposed the
following way to modify I’s prior distribution, FP (θ ), in order to merge this external data-based knowledge, K:
Fo (θ |K ) ∝ FP (θ ) exp[−D (F||Fθ )].
This formula was heuristically designed in [25], but can be shown to be a consequence of Corollary 2(a). In [19], the
practical usefulness of this handling of probabilistic data-based knowledge, F, was demonstrated.
Approximate recursive learning and stabilised forgetting Recursive learning modiﬁes an already computed distribution,
Ft−1 (θ ) ≡ F(θ |dt−1 , . . . , d1 , K ),
of an unknown parameter, θ , with a parametric model, F(d|θ ), via Bayes’ rule. Typically, the unreduced Ft (θ ) is
to be approximated by a tractable distribution, Gt (θ ), on θ . The sequential approximation process causes the exact
speciﬁcation of Ft to be replaced by knowledge that it lies inside a ball D (Ft ||Gt ) ≤ κt < ∞. Application of FPD with
this non-linear constraint on the true distribution, Ft , achieves the form of stabilized forgetting and counteracts the
accumulation of approximation errors that otherwise occurs [17]. The consistency and optimality of this procedure are
veriﬁed by the ﬁndings in this paper. A recent application to the recursive estimation of high-order Markov chains is
provided in [18].
Cooperation of interacting agents Complex inference problems involve distributed processing of knowledge and distributed decision-making. Sharing of knowledge and searching for a compromise between differing objectives can be
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handled consistently within FPD by processing (merging) knowledge and objectives (preferences) described by probability distributions, as in this paper. To achieve good merging requires comparison of the KLD from the processed
distributions to a proposed compromise; i.e. again to use FPD with nonlinear constraints [36]. An application in local
adaptive control design for multi-agent cooperative systems is presented in [23].
As noted, key applications such as these require knowledge constraints to be formulated via nonlinear functionals of the
unknown distribution, A, of x, as in (33). This paper has shown that such knowledge constraints arise in, and are optimally
processed by, fully probabilistic design of the hierarchical model. By demonstrating consistency with the axioms of the
minimum cross-entropy principle in the case where ideals replace priors, all the FPD designs in this paper—including those
that process nonlinear functionals of the unknown distribution—are therefore veriﬁed as being consistent also with Bayesian
conditioning [4].
In adopting FPD for optimal design of S(A|K ), we have avoided point estimation of A and any requirement for a prior
choice or estimate of A, as necessitated by the classical maximum entropy and minimum cross-entropy principles in their
usual settings (see Section 3). In this way, we have avoided the limitations of such point estimation, providing, for instance,
measures of uncertainty around these classical distributional estimates. Importantly, the computation of FPD optima, So,
such as (8) involves random draws from A ∈ A. This can be computationally far less onerous than the task of optimizing
A ∈ A, and it allows I’s intrinsic uncertainty about A to be represented in their inference of x, as formalized in (13).
Finally, the hierarchical setting of FPD has allowed us to relate the designs, So, to important classes of distribution,
including Gibbs, and related entropic distributions, as explained earlier in this section. In particular, it has inspired an FPDoptimal design of a distribution for nonparametric processes, A|K ∼ S o, in which knowledge and preferences about x and its
unknown distribution—being nonparametric A—are optimally processed.
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